3 KEYS TO THE POWER OF
STORAGE AS A SERVICE

CHALLENGE

SOLUTION

Data is the life force of the modern enterprise; it powers
the next-gen operating and business models that move
you forward, faster. But to accelerate your data-driven
modernization, you need to eliminate the infrastructure
complexity and silos—across edge to cloud—that slow
you down.

Storage as a service brings the speed and agility of a cloud
operational experience to apps and data everywhere—
empowering you to transform from IT operator to service
provider, align storage with business demands, and focus on
managing outcomes, not infrastructure.

SIMPLIFY
OPERATIONS WITH
CLOUD AGILITY
Move faster with a
cloud experience that
shifts operations from
infrastructure centric to
app centric.

RUN ANY APP—
WITHOUT COMPROMISE
Meet any SLA, from traditional
to modern apps, with the right
performance, resilience,
and cost.

CONSUME FLEXIBLY AS A
SERVICE, ON DEMAND
Stop managing infrastructure
and start simply accessing
and utilizing it.

TRANSFORM FASTER WITH HPE GREENLAKE FOR STORAGE
HPE GreenLake for Storage helps eliminate storage complexity with a cloud experience
everywhere, freeing you to simplify operations and move faster. It brings together the agility
of cloud operations, consumption as a service and on demand, and the freedom to meet any
SLA without compromise.

Meet any SLAs:
• 100% availability guarantee
for mission‑critical service6
• 99.9999% availability
guarantee for
business‑critical service7

Boost agility: 98%
operational time
savings for IT1

Get IT resources for
more strategic initiatives:
40% increased IT team
productivity by reducing
the support load on IT5

Accelerate innovation:
Reduce app provisioning
time from days to minutes
for LOB owners/developers
With HPE GreenLake
for storage

Free up capital: 30% to
40% TCO savings due
to eliminated need for
overprovisioning4

Reduce risk: Majority
of issues predicted and
automatically resolved with
an AI-managed service2
Faster time to value: 75%
shorter time to deploy
digital projects3

GO FASTER WITH
SELF-SERVICE
AGILITY

HPE GreenLake for Block Storage is the industry’s first storage as a service that offers
self-service and a 100% availability guarantee built-in for mission-critical environments.8
It simplifies on-prem storage with SLA-driven quoting and ordering, and AI-driven self‑service
provisioning for line of business and DBAs.

CPP Associates, a Hewlett Packard Enterprise Platinum Partner, provides its customers
and partners with responsible, consistent and repeatable solutions that will meet a
customer’s requirements and business needs now as well as in the future. Their
expertise is the foundation for helping customers implement transformational IT solutions
that enable revenue growth while controlling costs.
For more information on HPE
GreenLake, contact CPP today.
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Powered by HPE InfoSight, the industry’s most advanced AI for infrastructure
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The Total Economic Impact of HPE GreenLake, a commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting, May 2020

HPE Storage Substantiation

Based on analysis of known industry block storage-as-a-service offerings available as of March 11, 2022, that are offered as self-service.
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